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Save time, cut costs, boost profits: 
reap the benefits!

PIXAGRI
From Precision to Decision

Moving Back for 
a Better View

What sets Astrium Apart?

• real expertise in agriculture

• close partnerships with renowned agronomy

institutes

• 20 years’ experience collecting and processing

geospatial data

• unique access to satellite imagery.

• a proprietary production system capable of:

- handling large volumes of data

- supporting medium-to-high-resolution imagery

- calculating absolute values from crop biophysical

properties

The light green area corresponds to well-developed
vegetation (1st photo), while the orange area highlights
a growth problem (2nd photo).

The indices proved very

useful for obtaining broad

pictures of crop growth

throughout the campaign.

Concrete actions:

• detected incorrect dosage

of nitrogen in a maize

field

• detected lodging without

any apparent cause

• highlighted effects of

mixing fields with different

histories”  

Marcelo A., 
Agronomist, Argentina

“The Green Leaf Cover

Fraction field maps for

February 2010 closely

matched yield maps and

my long experience on

growing conditions 

in each field. The zoned

Green Leaf Cover Fraction

is very useful for marking

different “environments” 

for precision sowing and

variable-rate application 

of inputs, which are 

gaining ground in our

country.”

Federico Z. 
Farmer, Argentina

Today, Spot Image’s agricultural services benefit 

more than 10.000 users worldwide.
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Crop Information 
to make the Right Decisions

Our modern world

poses ambitious 

challenges for farming.

Pressures from society

to make farming more 

environmental friendly and 

the challenges that go with

them are growing all the

time. So why not go with

this trend and secure your

farm’s long-term future?

Some challenges are the

same wherever you are...

Food security, the rising

cost of inputs, ever tighter

regulations and increased

competition, will indirectly

influence choices and 

decisions at a more local

scales.

Others are closely tied 

to local conditions... 

Managing farming 

practices, organizing 

production, implementing

and monitoring farming

policies are daily concerns

for everyone involved in

the farming sector.

That is why we have 

developed our PIXAGRI

decision-support tool, 

to meet all these needs,

wherever you are and

whatever crops you grow.

With PIXAGRI…

• get information on crop

conditions at key decision

stages

• optimize inputs and ad-

just practices for a more

sustainabe farming

• gain a strategic and 

operational vision of 

your fields

• optimize actions over 

large areas and pinpoint

problem areas choose a

comprehensive support

service and top-level

domain expertise to better

meet your needs

PIXAGRI Pack

Our PIXAGRI Pack lets you track crop conditions at

field and district level.

PIXAGRI is a generic product suite tailored to your

needs and your environment, providing:

• definition of your crop monitoring project with our

team of domain experts

• delivery of crop growth status maps subscription

service covering a full cropping campaign)

• a dedicated customer service

How we work with you

Our farming domain experts understand that each

customer is unique.

We build your project together

We take the time to understand your objectives and

specific constraints: the crops you grow, your average

field size, farming practices and cropping calendar.

Your cropping calendar drives our schedule

In accordance with the schedule we define together,

we make sure our products reach you at key decision

stages.

The right information at the right time!

Because we understand that you need reliable

information, at the right time and in the right place,

our crop science domain experts work with you and

systematically check maps before they are delivered.

What you get

• annotated and printable maps in PDF format

• easy-to-interpret maps in formats compatible

with your software tools

• Google Earth-compatible maps

All downloadable from: www.pix-agri.com

More Options: the Next Level

Geo Pack

To be able to use PIXAGRI’s interpretation and

mapping tools, you first need to generate digital files

of your fields. If you do not possess the digitization

system to do this, Geo Pack includes assistance from

a domain expert on site to help you set them up.

Zoning Pack

If you find it difficult to know when to apply the right

amount of inputs, this tool is going to make your life

much easier! Our Zoning Pack creates management

zones from observed variations, enabling you to

adjust practices as needed.

Agro Pack

It is important to get a maximum benefit from your

field analysis tools throughout the cropping calendar.

To make sure you get the most out of PIXAGRI maps,

we send out a domain expert to help you make

decisions.

Agro+ Pack

Crop growth depends on environmental conditions

and farmers' crop management skills. Using PIXAGRI

maps, our local partner offers crop science expertise

and knowledge of local practices to help you manage

your crops.

Training Pack

Develop your skills through our tailored training

programmes!

Our team of agronomists and remote-sensing domain

experts gives you the knowledge you need to take the

best decisions:

• remote sensing applied to agriculture

• precision agriculture

• geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

applied to field management

• PIXAGRI product suite

From field analysis... to field applications

Our dedicated processing chain starts with the

satellite, continues with our production unit and ends

with your field.

Growth status or green cover fraction maps are

obtained through the efforts of three key players: you,

your agronomist or a partner agronomist and us.
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vegetation (1st photo), while the orange area highlights
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pictures of crop growth
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field

• detected lodging without

any apparent cause
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mixing fields with different

histories”  
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Today, Spot Image’s agricultural services benefit 

more than 10.000 users worldwide.


